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10Gb/s Transmission over 20km Single Fiber Link using
1GHz RSOA by Discrete Multitone with Multiple Access
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Abstract: We demonstrate a novel 10Gb/s 20km single fiber transmission link based on a remotely
fed 1GHz-bandwidth-limited RSOA. Adaptive loading with discrete multitone was applied. We also
report flexible-bandwidth-allocated multiple access based on the proposed idea.
OCIS codes: (060.2330) Fiber optics communications; (060.2360) Fiber optics links and subsystems

1. Introduction
A colorless optical network unit (ONU) is an inevitable solution because the same transceiver can be used in every
ONU regardless which wavelength channel it has to process. A reflective semiconductor optical amplifier (RSOA)
is one of the most promising options to realize the colorless ONU [1]. However, most commercially available
RSOAs are bandwidth limited to 1GHz, which restricts their application for >10-G PONs.
Electrical equalization techniques are commonly used to overcome the bandwidth limitation of the RSOA [2-5].
However, they require wavelength detuning with the optical filter devices [2], or a specifically designed RSOA
module and electrical circuit [3-5] to optimize the performance. Most of all, the electrical equalization needs to be
carefully tuned to chromatic dispersion. In addition, when these equalization techniques are to be applied to an
RSOA which is remotely-fed through a single fiber link, it is impossible to maintain a good performance due to a
reflection noise. Most studies have been demonstrated in an optical back-to-back case [4] and in a dual-fiber link [5]
which means the RSOA was separately fed by a continuous wave (CW) light source locally or through a separate
fiber. These implementations are fairly different from practical scenarios and therefore, these could increase the
system costs at the ONUs. Moreover, their goals are mainly focused on multi Gb/s transmission. There is no
multiple access scheme for wavelength-sharing which is another must-have feature for the next-generation PONs.
Subcarrier multiplexing (SCM) and time division multiplexing (TDM) techniques would be alternatives for the
multiple access. However, the performance of SCM could be severely degraded by optical beat noise because in
most cases, SCM is implemented by means of independent light sources in the ONUs. In addition, TDM requires
strict time synchronization, which becomes tougher at higher data capacity and at a larger number of ONUs.
The baseband version of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), discrete multitone (DMT), has
been widely used due to its high spectral efficiency. Employing the power- and bit-loading algorithm, as described
in [7], in combination with multi-level mapping such as M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM), DMT
enables us to reach multiple Gb/s for bandwidth-limited transmission systems. Ref. [6] has demonstrated the use of
this modulation format to achieve 7.5-Gb/s throughput by a locally-fed 1-GHz RSOA.
In this paper, we focus on a single fiber 20-km link with reflection noise in which 1-GHz RSOAs are remotely
fed from the OLT. In addition, we use DMT to maximize the link capacity with respect to the available bandwidth in
order to allow multiple ONUs sending their upstream data exactly at the same wavelength. Each ONU was allocated
a certain number of DMT subcarriers to minimize interference. We experimentally demonstrated a proof-of-concept
setup with two ONUs providing access with symmetrical and asymmetrical bandwidth allocation. The performance
was analyzed by offline processing using a digital phosphor oscilloscope (DPO) and a MATLAB® code. The
throughput for all cases was approximately 10 Gb/s with BER<10-3.
2. Operational principle of multiple access, experiments and discussions
Fig. 1 (a) briefly shows the proposed scheme for the flexible bandwidth allocation of DMT-based multiple access in
case of two ONUs. An OLT provides a common CW wavelength channel of λ1 to ONU 1 and 2. This seed signal is
transmitted through a single SMF link and distributed to each ONU by a power splitter. For each distribution, the
seed signal is injected into the RSOA and modulated for the upstream transmission. At this point, the parallelmapped signal is allocated to a certain number of DMT subcarriers according to the designated ONU. Some of the
DMT subcarriers are zero-padded as a guard band to minimize the interference between two ONUs. The modulated
upstream signal from each ONU is combined and retransmitted through the single SMF link and recovered at the
OLT according to the designated DMT subcarrier allocated to that ONU. This DMT subcarrier allocation is simply
implemented digitally in frequency domain. ONUs share the same wavelength which is remotely fed by the OLT.
Therefore, the proposed multiple access system could be free from optical beat noise and from strict time
synchronization problems.
Fig. 1 (b) represents the experimental setup applying the concept in Fig 1 (a) employing the DMT technique.
Off-line processing enables us to collect the data independently from two ONUs using a single RSOA. A CW
optical source was realized by a tunable light source (TLS) at 1550nm with an output optical power of 5.8dBm. This
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optical poower was launnched into a 220-km SMF linnk through ann optical circullator (OC)1. O
OC2 was usedd to separate
and moniitor the input ooptical power of the RSOA without affectting the RSOA
A output. A poolarization conntroller (PC)
was usedd to optimize the input polaarization statee of the RSOA
A. Its -3dB modulation
m
baandwidth was reported as
1.2GHz ffrom its officiaal datasheet (m
model: CIP SOA-R-C-7S-F
FCA). In the eexperiment, it was operatedd with a bias
current annd a temperature of 50mA
A and 20oC. IIn this conditiion, the measured -3dB moodulation banndwidth was
smaller tthan 1.2GHz as shown in the inset off Fig. 1. The adaptively looaded DMT signal was generated by
MATLAB
B® and extraccted by an arbbitrary wavefoorm generator (AWG: Tektrronix 7122B) sampling at 8Gsample/s.
8
The numb
mber of DMT subcarriers w
was 512, rangiing from DC to 4GHz, andd the FFT sizze was 1024 aaccording to
Hermitiann symmetry. For full moddulation of thhe RSOA, thee magnitude of the DMT signal from AWG was
optimizedd by a variablle electrical aattenuator (VE
EA) and an am
mplifier. The DMT encoded optical signnal from the
RSOA w
was retransmittted to the sam
me 20-km SMF link throughh OC2. After passing throuugh OC2, thiss signal was
deliveredd to a preampllifier, realizedd by an erbium
m doped fiberr amplifier (E
EDFA) and opptical isolatorss. The input
optical poower of the preeamplifier waas also monitorred by an optical power metter (PM). In order to minim
mize the ASE
noise, an optical bandppass filter (OB
BPF) with the center
c
wavelenngth of 1550nnm was used after
a
the pream
mplifier. The
input optiical power off the received signal was also monitored.. At this pointt, the input opptical power of
o an optical
receiver ((HP 11982A) was maintainned to -2dBm to provide exxperimental coonsistency. Thhe optical receeiver had a 3dB electtrical bandwiddth of 11GHzz. The received DMT signaal was captureed by a DPO (Tektronix 722004B) with
sampling speed of 50G
Gsample/s. Thee received signnal was evaluaated by offlinee processing.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. (a) Operational princciple of the propoosed multiple acceess system based oon DMT (b) expeerimental setup (Innset: frequency reesponse of the
RSOA: thee bias current of 550mA, the input R
RSOA optical pow
wer of 0dBm)
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Fig. 22. Adaptive bit annd power loading rresults, probe EV
VM, bit-/power-loaading profile and final BER perforrmance per each ssubcarrier: (a)
optical backk-to-back (b) bi-ddirectional 20km (c)
( constellation ffor the bi-directional 20km (upper side: 32QAM, low
wer side: 4QAM)) (d) maximum
achievablee data rate with thhe input optical poower of the RSOA
A (upper side) andd the preamplifierr (lower side)

Fig. 2 (a) and (b) represent the error vector magnitude (E
EVM) for the probe DMT ssignal to charracterize the
channel SNR,
S
the adapptively loaded number of biits and power profile accordding to the chhannel SNR, aand the BER
performannce for each DMT subcarrrier in the optical back-to-bback and the bi-directionall 20km link ttransmission
cases, resspectively. As the probe DM
MT signal, thee same level modulation
m
of 16-QAM was used. It was vverified that
more bitss were allocatted to the subbcarrier whichh had lower E
EVM (equivaleent to higher SNR) and lesss bits were
allocated to the subcarrrier which hadd higher EVM
M (lower SNR
R). The channeel power was loaded to eacch subcarrier
accordingg to the SNR pperformance fo
for the given m
modulation forrmat, so the poower loading profile
p
was quuite different
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from the bit-loading profile. Compared to the optical back-to-back, some subcarriers were discarded from the bitloading because the SNR at those carriers was not high enough to transmit even a single bit. It makes sense because
the EVM for the probe DMT signal at the discarded channels was higher than 50%. It has been reported that the
EVM should be less than 46.03% to achieve a BER of 10-4 for binary phase shift keying (BPSK), equivalent to 1 bit
allocation. Therefore, the maximum achievable data rate for the bi-directional link was severely degraded with a
6Gb/s penalty compared to the optical back-to-back as described in Fig. 2 (d). The most critical reason for this
degradation was reflection noise from the bi-directional transmission. As shown in the case of the unidirectional
20km link in Fig. 2 (d) (measured in the case of the dash line in the experimental set up of Fig. 1), it was verified
that this penalty could be dramatically suppressed to less than 2Gb/s because the reflection noise could be reduced in
this case compared to the bi-directional line (in other words, a single fiber link). Nevertheless, it was still possible to
achieve 10Gb/s transmission with an average BER less than 10-3 for the bi-directional 20km link when the input
optical power of the RSOA and the preamplifier were higher than -9 and -12dBm, respectively. A good signal
constellation was also clearly achievable in this condition as represented in Fig. 2 (c). The proposed system was able
to transmit the 10Gb/s DMT signal with a proper optical SNR condition. The nonlinearity from the gain saturated
operation of the RSOA was not the dominant factor to degrade the signal performance (the input optical power of
the RSOA for the gain saturation was over -20dBm).
The multiple access was easily implemented by allocating the parallel-mapped data into a certain number of the
DMT subcarriers. In addition, the data capacity provided for each ONU could be dynamically allocated by
modifying the number of occupied subcarriers per ONU. The number of DMT subcarriers for a certain ONU should
be carefully selected even in the case of a 50:50 capacity distribution. It is caused by the asymmetric bit-loading
profile among the entire set of DMT subcarriers. Nevertheless, it was possible to accomplish a flexible bandwidth
allocation for multiple access operation by using the proposed technique as shown in Fig. 3. We successfully
demonstrated it for the 50:50 and 75:25 bandwidth-distributed conditions. In this operation, 10 subcarriers
(equivalent to around 80MHz) were chosen as a guard band to prevent interference between the ONUs.
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Fig. 3. Flexible bandwidth allocated multiple access operation measurements: bit-loading profile and power spectral density for (a) 50:50
(4.56:4.53Gb/s) allocation (b) 75:25 (6.89:2.21Gb/s) allocation (c) constellation for 50:50 allocation (left: ONU1-16QAM, right: ONU2-8QAM)

3. Conclusion
We successfully demonstrated a novel 10Gb/s 20km single fiber transmission link in which a 1GHz RSOA is
remotely fed from the OLT. The DMT technique with adaptive loading algorithm was employed to overcome the
bandwidth limitation of the RSOA. We reported a proof-of-concept experiment to show the feasibility of the flexible
bandwidth allocated multiple access function for the case of two ONUs. This concept also allows to accommodate
more than two ONUs. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed transmission link is the first multi-Gb/s
demonstration based on the realistic scenarios of a single fiber link with a remotely fed, commercially available
1GHz RSOA, opening the possibility of multiple access.
This research is partly funded by the European Commission FP7 program ICT-212352 ALPHA, ICT-224402
EUROFOS and Yonsei University Institute of TMS Information Technology, a Brain Korea 21 program, Korea.
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